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FUNÉRAIRE PARIS unveils the 10 finalists of the FUNÉRAIRE D'OR competition: 

Voting for the Visitors' Award now open 

 

FUNÉRAIRE PARIS, the leading trade exhibition for the funeral industry, is delighted to reveal the 10 finalists of the very 

first FUNÉRAIRE D'OR competition. This exclusive event, co-organized by the CSNAF (The French Trade Association of 

the Funeral Industry) and the FNF (French National Funeral Federation, formerly CPFM), to showcase the manufacturers, 

distributors, and service solutions of funeral art professionals exhibiting at FUNÉRAIRE PARIS 2023. 

 

The FUNÉRAIRE D'OR competition generated significant interest among FUNÉRAIRE PARIS’ exhibitors, as well as from 

the jury of 4 experts from the funeral industry. The jury carefully examined around forty entries and chose 10 projects for 

their creativity, innovation and contribution to the funeral industry. 

 

The 10 finalists of the FUNÉRAIRE D'OR competition for the Visitors' Award are: 

− CARBONE 14 with the CARBONE 14 EVOLUTION software 

− GROUPE UDIFE with the LE HUB ASSURANCE platform 

− BFUP CREATION with the MONUKIT monument 

− PIERRE & CRISTAL with the GLASS PERSONALIZED BURIAL MONUMENTS  

− TELLEMENT LÀ with ORA - SOLAR STELE 

− PIMP-MY-COFFIN with coffin customization PIMP-MY-COFFIN 

− FAPE OBSEQUES - LE VŒU FUNERAIRE with the DIGITAL SUBSCRIPTION PORTAL 

− SLEEPING ANGEL with the URNE PERSONNALISEE  

− URN & DESIGN with the URNE PENSEES 

− BIGAND CONFECTION with the PEGASUS MEN'S JACKET AND VEGA WOMEN'S JACKET 

To learn more about the candidates, please refer to their profiles on the official website of the trade fair. 

 

The voting page for the FUNÉRAIRE D'OR Visitors' Award is now online. FUNÉRAIRE PARIS visitors can access it in two 

ways: 

− During the badge purchase: At the end of the ordering process, a voting link will be provided. 

− After badge purchase: An email has been sent to all visitors containing a direct link to vote. 

Each buyer is entitled to one vote. Voting will close on November 21st at 11:59 PM. 

 

To access this 2023 edition, which promises to be both rich in exhibitors and content, all professionals are invited to order 

their visitor badges today on the official exhibition website www.salon-funeraire.com. 

 

Support your favourite entry for the FUNÉRAIRE D'OR Visitors' Award. 

Your voice matters! 

http://www.salon-funeraire.com/

